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The Hidden Nature of U/LIRGs

• In VV 114 the optical dust lanes in the eastern part of the galaxy
hides the sources of the bulk ( 90%: Howell et al. 2010) of the
bolometric luminosity.
• The very thing that makes U/LIRGs interesting – i.e. the large
amounts of gas and dust driven to high densities by the
mergers – is also the thing that makes them a challenge to
study!

Free-Free/Thermal Radio
S(v) ~ v^-0.1
• Faint, but largely immune to dust
• Direct measure of ionizing photon rate

Radio Synchrotron
S(v) ~ v^-0.8
• Dominates < 15 GHz
• Immune to dust
• CR acceleration/propagation physics

Radio Emission from
Normal Galaxies
•

The Star Formation in Radio
Survey (SFRS)
•
•

•
•

50 galaxies in SINGS/KINGFISH
> 100 individual SF regions

3 GHz (~90% non-thermal)
33 GHz (localized regions
~50-90% thermal)

Murphy et al. 2018a, 2018b, Linden et al. in prep

The Great Observatories All-Sky LIRG Survey
(GOALS)
•

The 202 brightest galaxies in the RGBS. Survey includes a combination of
imaging and spectroscopic data from Spitzer, HST, Chandra, GALEX,
Herschel, ALMA, and the VLA

The Equatorial VLA Survey (VLA-GOALS)
• 68 U/LIRGs imaged in 3 bands (~115 hours) at matched physical
scales to the SFRS.

• Previous studies suggest that the global thermal fraction U/
LIRGs is is < 50% (Barcos-Munoz+ 17)

Extranuclear Region Identification
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CGCG465-012

NGC 3110
• 50 regions identified in 25 galaxies which show extended emission
beyond the nucleus at all frequencies
• We extract photometry at ~1kpc scales and measure the radio
spectral index (SPX) from 3 – 33 GHz, the SFR, and with IRAC, M*

Spectral Index Distributions
33 GHz

6 GHz

SPX = -0.65

SPX = -0.7
Barcos-Munoz et al. 2017
•
•

The radio SEDs show expected flattening at higher frequencies with a
median SPX of -0.35 from 15 - 33 GHz.
This is clearly shallower than the SPX measurements for the center of Arp
220, but steeper than 100pc scales in normal galaxies (SPX_15 – 33GHz =
-0.22: Linden et al. 2018b in prep).

SFRs and the SFR Main Sequence
Linden et al. 2018b in prep

Integrated
U/LIRGs

•

The majority of our regions fall below the “starburst” limit but are clearly
above the measured range for SFRS-like sources
• The sSFR distribution suggests that extranuclear regions in GOALS do not
drive them above the SFRMS, unlike the nuclear starburst activity

Examining the Luminosity Distribution
Functions in LIRGs

•

By using the thermal fraction at 33GHz the slope of the thermal luminosity
distribution is consistent with results for HII regions studies in spiral galaxies

•

The excess NT emission is not directly associated with the current SF, but
represents a relic of a more continuous SFH over the lifetime these regions

Examining the Luminosity Distribution
Functions in LIRGs
“Star Cluster Formation and
Destruction in LIRGs” – Linden et al.
2017

• New HST WFC3 Mid-Cycle 25 observations for 10 galaxies in the GOALS
JWST ERS program + approved GTO targets
• Only NGC 3256 overlaps Linden et al. 2017. The overlapping FOV is shown
in the inset

Summary
• The spectral index distribution of Individual extranuclear starforming regions in LIRGs are clearly flatter then in U/LIRG
nuclei, but steeper than SF-regions observed in local
galaxies.
• We find that the measured SFRSDs straddle the observations
of individual SF regions in normal galaxies and integrated
GOALS LIRGs.
• These star-forming regions are not consistent with their host
galaxies' globally-averaged specific star-formation rate
(sSFR), indicating that the nuclear starburst activity drives
LIRGs above the SFRMS, and that beyond the nucleus the
star-formation proceeds ‘normally’.
• Thermal luminosity distribution function appears consistent
with HII region/Pa-a luminosity functions in spiral galaxies

Star Cluster Evolution in Nearby SFRSLEGUS Galaxies
NGC 628

NGC 5194 – E5

NGC 3351

Cluster ages taken from Linden et al. 2017, 2018 in prep

• Our Spectral index measurements agree qualitatively with the
median ages of associated star clusters identified in LEGUS
• The radio spectral shape can be an accurate probe of massive
cluster formation within individual star-forming regions (~200pc)

Radio - X-ray SFR Comparisons

• 26 galaxies overlap the GOALS Chandra Studies (Iwasawa et al. 2011, Torres-Alba
et al. 2018 in prep).
• We will test the validity of the Renali et al. 2003 X-ray SFR calibration on kpc-scales
and explore the physical underpinnings of the observed Lx/LIR deficit for high LIR
galaxies in GOALS

Detailed Spectral Index Mapping for
Full SFRS + GOALS Sample
UGC 02982

33 GHz

3 – 33 GHz Spectral Index

2.5 kpc
• With JVLA observations from 3 - 33 GHz we are able to make spectral
index maps to determine the level of variation of each emission
mechanism across the galaxy and find regions of very young,
embedded, SF-activity via flat spectral indices

Future Prospects with ngVLA

• Shown is the emission that would be detectable at the 3 level after a
10 hr on-source integration time using the current VLA in Cconfiguration and the ngVLA with a 1” sculpted beam

